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EXAM 

JUS5401 - Maritime Law: Contracts 

 

Autumn 2018 

Date: 23 November 2018 

Time: 09:00 – 13:00 

Part I 

The dry cargo bulk ship m/v Breeze was chartered by Norship AS from shipowners Norchart AS for 

a voyage with 1.000 tons of granite rocks from loadport Lillevik, Norway, to discharge port 

Storevik, Norway. The charter was on the Gencon 94 form with Norwegian law to apply. 

(Gencon 94 is attached to this exam with irrelevant clauses crossed out.) 

The entrance to Lillevik was narrow and exposed to winds and currents. While loading at Lillevik 

the master was planning the laden voyage. Some winds were forecasted at the day of departure but 

the master considered it unnecessary to order tugs. Not ordering tugs would also save costs for the 

shipowners. This decision not to order tugs was taken one day before departure. 

At the day of departure the winds were as forecasted. This notwithstanding, the winds  combined 

with currents, caused the ship to be driven out of course, and it touched bottom. The master later 

admitted that he had failed to take due account of the effect of currents, and that his voyage 

planning must be considered negligent. 

Due to the ship having touched bottom, class required its under-water parts to inspected before the 

voyage could be resumed. The ship returned to Lillevik (now assisted by tugs) for inspection by 

divers. Because of lack of visibility in the water, this inspection took two days. The damage turned 

out to be minor, so the ship was allowed to sail. However, in the meantime another ship had 

grounded at the same place, blocking the sailing route. It lasted two more days for that ship to be 

removed. The m/v Breeze could then finally sail. 
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The sailing time from Lillevik to Storevik normally took two days. Norchart AS, who was also 

receiver of the cargo, planned for the cargo to be discharged onto barges. These barges were rented 

from a separate company. Rental costs were NOK 20.000 per day. Norchart AS had ordered these 

barges in reliance on m/v Breeze’s initial departure time and the normal sailing time of two days. 

Hence Norchart AS had to pay rental costs for barges lying redundant for four days. 

Norchart AS claimed these costs - NOK 80.000 - in damages against Norship AS based on the 

voyage having been delayed by four days. Norship AS denied liability - alternatively Norship AS 

claimed it could not be held liable for more than two days’ delay. 

Q 1: Is Norship AS liable, and if so, in what amount? 

Part II 

The case is as described in Part I, however so that the discharge port was not Storevik, Norway, but 

Middlesbay in England - and with a daily cost for barges of GBP 2.000 (rather than NOK 20.000), 

so that the claim made by Norchart AS against Norship AS was in the amount of GBP 8.000. 

Gencon 94 form was agreed, as described in Part I. 

Q 2: Is Norship AS liable, and if so, in what amount? 

Part III 

The case is as described in Part II, however with the following amendment: Rather than Norchart 

AS being the receiver of the cargo, a bill of lading was issued upon loading and handed over from 

Norcahrt AS (as charterer of the ship and seller of the cargo) to its buyer, Merchant Inc. Merchant 

Inc. (being the buyer/receiver of the cargo) suffered the losses stated in Part II, and Merchant Inc. 

claimed damages of the stated GBP 8.000 against Norship AS. 

The bill of lading stated: “This bill of lading is governed by the terms and conditions of the Gencon 

94 charter entered into between Norship AS and Norchart AS.” 

Q 3: Is Norship AS liable, and if so, in what amount? 
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Part IV 

To be answered only briefly: 

Q 4: What do we understand by “off hire”? 

 


